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									Company

									Mediaocean powers the future of the advertising ecosystem.

								

							

							
								
									        					
				
					Diversity, equity, and inclusion
				

				Diversity of thought and experience makes us stronger.

			

					
				
					Careers
				

				Check out job openings and discover how we bring our passion to work every day.

			

					
				
					Newsroom
				

				Read official press releases and announcements.

			

					
				
					Contact
				

				We want to hear from you!
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									Platform

									The mission-critical platform for omnichannel advertising, providing seamless orchestration across channels, formats, and devices.

								

							

							
								
									        					
				
					Ad Tech
				

				Ad serving, creative personalization, and activation across digital, social, and CTV Overview (Flashtalking)Social (Scope/Flashtalking)Verification (Protected Media)

			

					
				
					Ad Infrastructure
				

				Omnichannel planning, buying, and financial accounting at scale Buyer workflow (Prisma)Media finance (Spectra & Ignitia)Estimates & Costs (Aura)

			

					
				
					Partner Network
				

				Direct, in-platform access to trusted providers across the media ecosystem

			

					
				
					Education
				

				Learn about self-certification courses and live training programs from Mediaocean education.

			

		        
    
  
								

							

						

					

				

							  				
					
						Resources
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									Resources

									Thought leadership, industry insights, reports and more covering all things omnichannel advertising

								

							

							
								
									        					
				
					Events
				

				Upcoming webinars and events as well as past recordings

			

					
				
					Articles
				

				Industry publications featuring bylines from Mediaocean leaders

			

					
				
					Insights
				

				Updates, blog posts, and other tidbits from our team

			

					
				
					Reports
				

				White papers and industry reports covering the latest trends

			

					
				
					Creative Showcase
				

				Impactful results from clients leveraging Flashtalking

			

					
				
					Press coverage
				

				Industry publications featuring Mediaocean and our leaders
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						Contact us
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			Connect across the media landscape
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                       Our partner network provides direct, in-platform access to trusted providers
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		   Media


	

	
		   Comprehensive coverage across media types, channels, and buying methodologies with workflows for direct, IO-based, and programmatic buying. Access to traditional channels include OOH, radio, print, linear TV, and broadcast, alongside digital channels like display, mobile app, social, search, and connected TV/OTT.
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		   Data


	

	
		   Ratings and viewership, third-party and proprietary audiences, outcomes and measurement. Key data sets that create a shared language between Mediaocean and other technology ecosystems, as well as maximize efficiency for shared users managing multiple workflows who need all the aspects of their tech stack to work together.
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		   Technology


	

	
		   Order management technology, DSPs, SSPs, and other programmatic buying platforms, ERP and general ledger systems, and payment platforms that make up the essential activation and backoffice technology used by enterprise companies with complex business and infrastructure. Mediaoceans’s partner network offers comprehensive coverage across leading solutions used by global agencies and brands. 
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